The eye gaze behavior of individuals changes depending on their knowledge and experience of the event occurring in their field of view. In past studies, researchers formulated a hypothesis concerning this dependency on a specific scene and then analyzed the gaze behavior of viewers observing the scene. We depart from this hypothesis-testing paradigm. In this paper, we propose a datamining framework for extracting skilled gaze behaviors of experts while watching a video based on a comprehensive comparison of viewers in terms of the dependency of their gaze patterns on video scenes. To quantitatively analyze the changes in the gaze behavior of experts according to the events in the scene, video and eye movement sequences are classified into video scenes and gaze patterns, respectively, by using an unsupervised clustering method focusing on short-time dynamics. Then, we analyze the dependency based on the distinctiveness and occurrence frequency of gaze patterns for each video scene.
Introduction
When people observe an object or an event in their field of view, their gaze behaviors differ depending on their knowledge, experience, and so on [Yarbus 1967 ]. For instance, differences were found in the gaze behaviors of professionals and naive subjects when looking at a dwarf miniature potted tree [Miura 2000 ] or a chess board [Reingold and Sheridan 2015] . In more dynamic scenes, skill-based differences become more noticeable, because people need to efficiently gaze at the region of their interest in order to predict the outcome of or respond to a momentarily changing situation. Such gaze behaviors can be said to reflect tacit knowledge. If observational skills are rendered explicit, for example, coach experts can realize them and impart them to coach novices.
With regard to observational skills in dynamic scenes, ball games, in particular soccer, have been the subject of study in the vision research field. Williams et al. investigated the difference in players' anticipation of the destination of a pass in a soccer game and found that inexperienced players gazed more frequently at the ball and the player passing the ball, whereas experienced players gazed at various locations [Williams et al. 1994 ]. Yamanoi et al. investigated * e-mail:hirayama@is.nagoya-u.ac.jp Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. c 2016 ACM. ETRA 2016 , March 14 -17, 2016 , Charleston, SC, USA ISBN: 978-1-4503-4125-7/16/03 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145 viewers' eye movement for the purpose of predicting the destination of the ball while they watched a video of a penalty kick and showed that the differences in eye movement of experienced and novice soccer players were statistically significant [Yamanoi and Takayanagi 2013] . Iwatsuki et al. analyzed the gaze behaviors of an expert coach and inexperienced people while watching a video of a soccer game [Iwatsuki et al. 2013] . Their study showed that when the ball and some players were near either of the goals the expert gazed not at them but at the other players in the middle of the soccer field.
In past studies, a hypothesis concerning gaze behavior was investigated, for instance, that novices would basically fixate their gaze on the ball. Then, their gaze behaviors in a specific scene were analyzed using a heuristic approach. However, this analysis framework does not encourage researchers to extract various findings but only to test the hypothesis. Hence, we depart from this hypothesis-testing paradigm. To detect skill-based differences, not only a top-down approach that tests a hypothesis is required but also a bottom-up approach that comprehensively analyzes multimodal data. In this paper, we propose a data-mining framework for extracting skilled gaze behaviors of experts while watching a video, based on a comprehensive comparison of experts and novices in terms of the dependency of their gaze patterns on the video scenes. In this framework, the skilled gaze behaviors are defined by the gaze patterns frequently exhibited by experts but rarely by novices for the same video scenes. To quantitatively analyze how the experts exhibit the behaviors in the scene, video and eye movement sequences are classified into video scenes and gaze patterns, respectively, using an unsupervised clustering method focusing on short-time dynamics. Then, we analyze the dependency based on distinctiveness and occurrence frequency of gaze patterns for each video scene.
Proposed framework
The proposed analysis framework consists of classification of video scenes, classification of gaze patterns, and comparison of viewers in terms of dependency, as shown in Figure 1. 
Video scene classification
In this part, the video is evenly segmented into short intervals, which are classified into video scenes using the velocity of objects in the video so that the video is transformed into a symbolic sequence of video scenes. First, given a set of dynamic objects, O, present in the video, we measure the position of each object po(t) = (xo(t), yo(t)) in the image coordinates at time t. The velocity of the object, i.e., speed vo and direction θo, is calculated from difference between the position at time t and t + δt.
Next, the video is spatially segmented into S sub regions. For each region s ∈ (1, . . . , S), we generate a flow histogram Fs(i) = (fs,1(i), . . . , fs,D(i)) of the objects that are present in the region during time interval i from τi to τi + T − 1. where Θo(t) ∈ (1, . . . , D) denotes the quantized direction of the object movement, and therefore, θo(t) is quantized into spatially homogeneous D directions, and τi = τi−1 + T . Feature vector Vi consists of the flow histograms generated for the sub regions, i.e., Vi = (F1(i), . . . , FS(i)).
We apply an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method to a set of the feature vectors during the entire time interval. The clustering merges the data into clusters in phases using Ward's algorithm [Ward 1963 ]. The merge is terminated before the cost of the merge between hierarchies sharply increases, that is, before the difference between the costs exceeds a threshold. At that time, the clusters are determined as Kscene classes of video scenes. We consider the size of the cluster in the feature space to be the cost. As the result of clustering, class ID is given at each time interval i. Finally, we merge consecutive intervals with a same ID into a video scene segment.
Gaze pattern classification
We classify the eye movements of subjects viewing a video into gaze patterns, so that the time-series gaze position on the screen, pg(t) = (xg(t), yg(t)), are transformed into a symbolic sequence of gaze patterns. First, the gaze position data are segmented at the times when each video scene switches to another. Consequently, the sequence consists of segments of various time lengths.
Next, the segments obtained from all viewers are classified into Kgaze classes using the agglomerative hierarchical clustering method of Ward, as for the video scene classification. We apply dynamic time warping (DTW) [Sakoe and Chiba 1978] to calculate the similarity between the segments as the measure of mergence. DTW can warp two sequences having different time lengths in a nonlinear fashion to match each other.
Dependency comparison of viewers
We compare the gaze behaviors of experts with those of novices based on the dependency of the gaze patterns on video scenes. We extract the gaze pattern of experts characterized by high distinctiveness and high occurrence frequency for a video scene as skilled gaze behavior. The distinctiveness, the frequency, and the criterion for extraction are defined below.
Distinctiveness
We consider the gaze patterns exhibited by all members of a group of viewers but rarely by others as distinctive gaze behavior. As a measure of distinctiveness, inverse document frequency (IDF) [Salton et al. 1983 ] is well known in the field of text mining. More specifically, IDF is a measure of the information that a term provides. A term having a larger IDF value is rare across all documents. In this study, the groups of viewers, regarded as documents, fall into two classes: experts or novices. To find the distinctive gaze behaviors, we calculate the difference between document classes in terms of inverse document frequency (DIDF) as our proposed measure. DIDFw = log Na+1
Na + 1
where Na and N b denote the total number of documents that belong to class a and b, and na and n b denote the number of documents that contain term w and belong to class a and b, respectively. As term w appears in more documents of class a, the DIDF value approaches 1. Conversely, in more documents of class b, the value approaches -1. If the term appears in all documents of both classes, the value is equal to 0. We evaluate the distinctiveness of each gaze pattern for each video scene using DIDF. Here, w, a, b, and N correspond to gaze pattern occurred in video scene c, experts, novices, and the number of viewers, respectively.
Occurrence frequency
Occurrence frequency of gaze pattern is an important measure for extracting skilled gaze behavior. It gives confidence to the distinctiveness. We calculate the difference between document classes in term frequency (DTF):
where fa and f b denote the average frequency of gaze pattern w that experts and novices exhibit for video scene c, respectively.
Criterion for extracting skilled gaze behaviors
The product of the term frequency and the inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [Salton et al. 1983 ] is often used in text mining. We establish the following criterion for extracting the skilled gaze behaviors analogous to TF-IDF,
For instance, when the DIDF of gaze pattern w for video scene c is the maximum value (= 1) and the DTF is greater than k, the gaze pattern is regarded as skilled gaze behavior. k is a requirement for the occurrence frequency.
Experiment
We applied the proposed analysis framework to five viewers' eye movement data acquired while they watched a soccer game video that included various game contexts. The video showed a high school soccer club, which had played in the championships of a high school soccer tournament in a country, playing an intrasquad game for 20 m. The film was captured from the center of the side of the soccer field using a wide-angle camera without zooming and panning, and thus, the whole of the field was within the view angle (video resolution: 1920×1080 pixels; video rate: 29.97 fps). One of the five viewers was a coach expert (male, 44 years-old) of the club, who holds the highest grade coaching license, and the others were coaching novices (males in their 20s) but not playing novices.
If skilled gaze behavior of the coach expert are extracted, we can impart them to the coach novices for training. The experimenter instructed the viewers to watch the video on a screen in full-screen mode (screen size: 21.5", screen resolution: 1920×1080 pixels) in the role of the coach of the designated team. We henceforth call the designated team the "own team" and the other the "opponent team." A Tobii X60 Eye Tracker (data rate: 60 Hz; accuracy: typical 0.5 degrees) was used to record the gaze positions on the screen. After the experiment, we interviewed the expert, asking questions about how he watched the game video.
We assigned exactly the sequences of gaze positions to each frame of video through linear interpolation. The sequences were smoothed using a discrete-time Gaussian filter (σ = 1.66, corresponds to 1 s time window) to reduce the effects of random fluctuations and involuntary micro eye movements. We annotated manually the coordinate sequence of the ball and the 22 players on the screen as the positions of dynamic objects. The speed and the direction of object movement were calculated using the difference in position during every 4(= δt) frames; the quantized number of directions was set to 8(= D); the smallest time interval unit of a classified video scene was set to 5(= T ); and the video was spatially segmented into 18(= S) sub regions, as shown in Figure 2 .
Results and discussion
The video and each sequence of gaze positions were automatically segmented into 581 time intervals with 29(= Kscene) kinds of video scenes and 64(= Kgaze) kinds of gaze patterns. Figure 3 shows the dependency comparison of the expert and the novices for video scene "4," as an example of the results. The red curved line in the first quadrant of the graph is a boundary representing the criterion for extracting the skilled gaze behavior in Equation (4). The requirement for the occurrence frequency, k, which defines the criterion, was set to 10% of the number of gaze patterns that occurred for the corresponding video scene. In the case of Figure 3 , we extracted gaze pattern "1" that occurred for video scene "4," as the skilled gaze behavior. Table 1 shows the skilled gaze behaviors extracted from an entire video sequence, that is, gaze patterns with high distinctiveness and high frequency depending on the video scene. The bold numbers in the table and the numbers in parentheses represent the class ID and number of occurrences of the video scene or gaze pattern, respectively. The total time and number of the extracted gaze behaviors were 119 s and 40, which were 10% of whole video sequence and 7% of the segmented gaze patterns. We qualitatively classified the gaze behaviors into the following two categories.
Type I. Prediction of context: the expert turned his gaze from an active area to another active area based on a prediction of contextual change.
Type II. Attention to inactive area: the expert gazed at an inactive area but not at an active area. (57) 7(22) 8(18) 20 (23) 1(33) 9(24) Gaze pattern 15(4) 1 (7) 8 (9) 25 (7) 15 (5) We now explain a typical example of each category. In Figure 4 , the blue solid and the red dashed circles show the central visual field, the center of which is the gaze position and the visual angle 2 degrees, of the expert and the novices, respectively. In addition, the yellow arrows in each sub region show the average of the flow histogram calculated for each quantized direction during the video scene. The longer the arrow in the sub region, the greater the movements of the dynamic objects.
Figure 4 (a) shows an example gaze behavior of the contextual prediction category for video scene "4." The expert first gazed at a forward player of the own team. At the same time as the ball moved toward the goal keeper of the own team, the expert shifted his gaze to the ball and then back to the forward player. The novices kept their gaze on the ball. Based on the expert's answer in the interview, we construed the gaze behavior as follows. The expert predicted that the own team would get out of the pinch and launch a counterattack; more specifically, that the goal keeper would pass the ball to the forward player. Gaze pattern "15" for video scene "2" was similar to the gaze behavior. The other gaze behaviors classified into the prediction of context category were gaze patterns "8," "25," and "15" that occurred for video scenes "7," "8," and "20," respectively. Contrary to the aforesaid gaze behaviors, the expert predicted that the opponent team would launch a counterattack.
Figures 4 (b) and (c) show examples of gaze behavior toward an inactive area in video scene "1" and "9", respectively. There were active movements in some sub regions during the video scene. For instance, a forward player of the own team approached a defender of the opponent team who was taking possession of the ball. In addition, a defender of the own team closely marked a forward player of the opponent team to defend against an attack near the side line in Figure 4 (b). We consider that the salient movements of these players should attract the viewers. The expert, however, shifted his gaze to the inactive center area rather than to the active areas. This is similar to the existing finding [Iwatsuki et al. 2013 ] mentioned in Section 1. We could extract this skilled gaze behavior without any hypothesis concerning the dependency of gaze patterns on video scenes. We need to analyze the video scene in which the expert did not shift his gaze to a highly salient region in more detail so that we can render involuntary skilled gaze behaviors explicit.
Conclusion
The objective of this study was to extract the skilled gaze behaviors of experts in a bottom-up manner. We proposed a data-mining framework that comprehensively analyzes the differences between experts and novices in terms of the dependency of gaze patterns on the visual scenes using hierarchical clustering and the extended TF-IDF. In an experiment in which the proposed framework was applied to the eye movement data of a coach expert and four coach novices watching a soccer game video, we extracted two types of gaze behaviors having high distinctiveness and high occurrence frequency, one of which fitted a feeling of the coach expert, while the other was regarded as indicative of a latent knack.
The proposed framework and the current evaluation have the following five limitations.
Supervised data mining. The framework needed the labeled data set that was classified into the expert and the novices so that we could extract the skilled gaze behaviors. If we have a data set classified into an individual novice or a group of viewers and the others, the framework extracts personal or group habits from the data set. We need to classify the viewers according to a clear definition.
Empirical preprocessing and parameters. We would actually apply various spatio-temporal segments and dynamical features to the comprehensive analysis without any top-down and empirical decisions and then extract the dependencies with higher likelihood.
No guarantee of robustness. A cross validation for the dependencies would be meaningful to assess the usefulness.
Not on-site coaching. There might be differences between video and on-site observation in gaze behavior.
High computational cost. The framework had a high computational cost depending on the number of subregions. However, we do not give importance to the cost because we assume an application based on offline batch data mining.
In future work, we will attempt to give solutions beyond the limitations of the proposed framework. We will also apply the proposed framework to big data, including the eye movements of various experts, and propose a computational model to evaluate the level of observational skill.
